
VERSATILE-280
  One machine for 10 bag types

  15 modifications to extend bag functionality

  Maximum flexibility, your safe choice

  Extremely compact machine footprint

  Leading cost-effective DOYPACK production

  200 bags/min maximum speed

  5 - 45 min. changeover to different bag type
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More from our portfolio



-  Full color touch screen
- Industrial PC
-  Intuitive machine setup 
and on-screen guide

- User presets for machine setup

-  Automatic � lm centering
-  Friction/Vacuum pulling belts
-  Registration mark sensor
-  Mechanic/Pneumatic splicing table
-  Robust construction
-  Self-diagnostics and troubleshooting

- Online service support
- Online data management
- OPC dataservice available

HUMAN-MACHINE INTERFACE

MACHINE FEATURES

DATASERVICE

PRIME-360-A-STEP

Operating mode Intermittent motion

Max. practical speed Up to 80 min-1

Max. dimension of cross seal 360 mm

Protection IP54

Construction materials Stainless steel
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